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This dissertation is an application of the theory of Systemic Functional Grammar 
(SFG) to the understanding of company profiles. Taking Hallidayan SFG as 
theoretical framework, the study aims to find out the specific features of company 
profiles in each system of the three metafunctions of SFG and to prove the 
corresponding relationship between the three metafunctions and the three variables of 
register. Company profiles is a platform for a company to release information about 
its activities, products and services and build favorable corporate image thus to 
establish business relationship with more clients. Through the research, the author 
gives some suggestions on company profiles writing and hopes it can help to publicize 
the company in a positive way.  
The dissertation first introduces the three metafunctions, i.e. ideational 
metafunction, interpersonal metafunction and textual metafunction of SFG and the 
realization of the three metafunctions and the theory of register in context. Then it 
takes a close analysis of twenty pieces of company profiles in the transitivity system, 
the mood system, the theme system and the cohesion system. The data of twenty 
company profiles are collected from the home page of Fortune 500 companies which 
has achieved a positive corporate image through an effective publication of company 
profiles. These companies deliver information about the quality product, advanced 
management and also the perfect publication through company profiles and has 
gained sound publication effect which makes them representative comparing with 
others. The data are analyzed in a brief statistic way. The four systems of SFG are 
examined and then the distributions and frequencies of these linguistic expressions in 
company profiles are calculated. According to the statistic results, it is found that in 
the transitivity system, material processes and relational processes are frequently used 
to introduce the company; in the mood system, declarative structures and the use of 
first person pronoun take a dominant position to form an intimate relationship 















unmarked themes exceeds the number of marked themes which indicates that 
company profiles is a kind of statement giving information; in the cohesion system, 
reference and conjunction devices are frequently used to realize a logical and cohesive 
text, also repetition devices are taken to leave a deep impression of the company on 
the readers. All of these demonstrate that the texts of company profiles have the 
features of being instructive, logical and cohesive. Finally, a discussion is carried out 
to prove the corresponding relationship between the three metafunctions and the three 
variables of register in a situational context. At the end of the study, limitations in the 
present research as well as suggestions for future investigation are presented. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Research background 
Foreign trade in China is under quick development ever since China entered 
WTO in 2001. Along with the trade system reform and trade policy adjustment in 
China, the traditional trade companies are faced with serious challenge. If these 
companies don't change their operation modes, they would not have living space 
under the current product chain. Therefore, many companies start to set up foreign 
trade departments and the import and export business gets more attention and 
composes a large percentage of the turnover. In the process of being global, a 
company needs to build a website introducing the company, giving contact 
information and listing all the products on it. For a better publication, the website 
should be written in at least two languages, one in native language and the other in a 
language which can be recognized by most of the business people all around the 
world. In this circumstance, English is most recommended. However, being lack of 
foreign trade experience and English talents, most companies can not meet the 
requirements of internationalization. They are frustrated by the bottle neck. How to 
public themselves in an international market and build a favorable corporate image 
has been a problem waiting to be solved urgently. 
1.2 Purpose of this study 
In order to solve the problem, and find a way to help the companies set up a 
formal English website with native-like introduction in English version, the author 
conducted a series researches of company profiles on the home page of some 
renowned American companies, taking Halliday’s Systemic-Functional Grammar as 
theoretical framework, aiming to find out some common rules in introducing a 
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The dissertation aims to solve the following problems through research: 
1. What are the function and the purpose of company profiles? What 
contents should be included in the company profiles? 
2. How to effectively reflect the advantages of a company and build 
relationship with more customers through company profiles? 
3. How does the three metafunctions and the three variables of register 
realize in company profiles?  
In order to solve these problems, the author conducted a series researches, and 
both qualitative and quantitative methods are taken to explore the inner relationship 
between the three metafunctions of SFG and the three variables of register. 
1.3 Significance of this study 
The significance of this study is both theoretical and practical. Theoretically, it 
tries to study company profiles from a comparatively new angle and examines once 
again the feasibility of SFG approach in a new perspective and contributes somewhat 
to the expansion of SFG in the future. A number of linguists have developed their 
studies on company profiles from the perspective of equivalence on translation of 
Chinese company profiles into English, paying little attention to the relationship 
between the three metafunctions and three variables of register, which is of vital 
importance to company profiles as a whole. This paper takes out a detailed research 
from the perspective of SFG thus to enable people to have a better understanding of 
language characteristics of company profiles to achieve successful communication 
between companies’ profiles and readers. Thus the present research bears a theoretical 
significance. Practically, this study is an application of Hallidayan SFG into a specific 
category of business discourse which will shed light on the writing of company 
profiles. This paper aims to give a suggestion to the Chinese companies attempting to 
enter international markets on the company profiles writing and hope Chinese 
corporations can achieve the same effect as their American counterparts do in terms of 
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